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Abstract. Facade-layout synthesis problem deals with the allocation
of an undetermined number of rectangular parameterizable panels over
a rectangular facade surface. Requirements state that panels must not
overlap, must be placed in specific supporting areas and must cover existing windows and doors over the facade. Due to the constrained constitution of the problem, constraint satisfaction and constraint programming
come naturally as solving techniques. However, as most constraint programming environments use as arguments a well-defined set of variables,
speculation about the number of panels to be allocated becomes a critical
issue for its automation. On this regard, we present a two-phase solution:
First determine the structure of the layout-plan and second, pass to a
constraint solver a fully declarative model using such structure. We show
that our solutions are consistent over symmetrical facades, and thus, can
be used for early stages of architectural design. Our goal is to assist
architects with a constraint-based support system.
Keywords: Layout Synthesis, Constraint satisfaction problems, Architects decision-making, Decision support systems
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Introduction

The problem. Currently buildings energetic consumption represents more than
a third part of the total energy consumption in developed countries [6, 8, 17]. One
strategy for reducing such energy consumption lies on buildings thermal retrofit
achieved either by an internal or an external insulation [12]. Among several options [12], an external insulation may be based on covering the entire building
with an envelope made out of rectangular wood-made panels [9, 22]. However,
some difficulties exist when targeting such retrofit in industrial proportions, e.g.
in a country. These difficulties include slow conception using by hand configuration, human scheduling and craft assembly. Thus, it is essential to assist this
massive retrofit of buildings with decision support systems [13].
Now, although finding a correct allocation of entities over a given surface can
be efficiently made by a human, it is not the same for finding all solutions or
finding an optimal solution. In fact, finding an optimal solution among the set of
possible solutions would require a significant amount of time if the wrong technique is used due to the combinatorial properties of the problem. Simply stated,

the problem is NP. The definition is as follows. Given as input a rectangular
facade surface and size limitations for rectangular panels, create a layout-plan
solution to cover the entire facade. A layout-plan solution is an assignment of
size (width and height) and position to each panel in such a way that all facade
and panel related requirements are respected. Size limitation for panels result
from manufacturing conditions and are translated into lower and upper bounds
for panels width and height. The problem includes three characteristics never
considered simultaneously: It deals with the allocation of an unfixed number of
rectangular parameterizable panels that must not overlap, frames (existing windows and doors) must be overlapped by one and only one panel, and facades
have specific areas providing certain load-bearing capabilities that allow to attach panels. As far as we know, only a previous work by the authors that uses a
greedy approach [2] have been proposed to address this problem. That solution,
however, generates only one valid solution for a given facade specification and
does not involve optimality criteria.
Related work and contribution. Literature relevant to solve the problem can
be found on layout synthesis [14] and rectangle packing [11]. The work in [23],
where an apartment space is divided into a matrix where a finite set of rooms
with predefined size are allocated, inspires our solution. However, as it does not
deal with unfixed number of entities; it cannot be used to solve our problem.
The same drawback is found in [4], where authors present a constraint-based
framework to tackle layout synthesis problems in a 2D reference plane. Although
geometrical entities have undetermined size their number is known, and thus,
is not appropriated for our problem. Two-dimensional packing literature also
presents studies relevant to solve our problem [11]. Nevertheless, only few studies tackle the problem of undermined number of variables (rectangles). In fact,
such scenario have been addressed using several approaches such as new consistency methods [21], exploration techniques [3] or combination of possibilistic
[19] or weighted [7] constraint satisfaction to find solutions [10]. However, these
kinds of methodologies are not implemented in most constraint programming
environments and thus expertise for using existing technologies is required. Regarding the geometrical constraint Geost [5], we consider it to complex because
we only deal with rectangular shapes. Also, given that our industrial application
may evolve, we rely on our constraint-based implementation.
The aim of this paper is to propose a first strategy for a constraint-based
layout synthesis over symmetrical facades. Then, we present a declarative model
stating all constraints and the objective function, a process to generate compliant
layout plans, and some experimental cases using a support system. The support
system is able to generate different solutions for a given facade specification. The
paper is divided as follows. In Section 2, the facade retrofit elements and our
assumptions are introduced. In Section 3, the constraint satisfaction problem
(CSP) definition of the problem is presented. In Section 4, the solving process
and the construction procedure are introduced. Experimental cases, using a Java
prototype [1] that uses Choco [18] as underlying solver, are provided in Section
5. Some conclusions are discussed in Section 6.
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Building Retrofit

Facades. A facade (presented in Figure 1) is represented by a two-dimensional
coordinate plane, with origin of coordinates (0,0) at the bottom-left corner of
the facade, and contains rectangular zones defining:
– Perimeter of facade with its size (height and width in meters).
– Frames (windows and doors) which play an important role as they are meant
to be overlapped by one and only one panel. Frames are defined by: Origin
point (x,y) with respect to origin of facade, width and height (in meters).
– Supporting areas. As the layout problem must deal with a perpendicular
space plan, gravity must be considered. It turns out that some areas over
the facade have load bearing capabilities that allow us to attach panels.
Supporting areas have well-defined: Origin point (x,y) with respect to origin
of facade, width and height (in meters).

Fig. 1. Facade to renovate and valid insulating envelopes.

Rectangular panels. Panels (see Figure 2) are rectangular, of varying sizes and
may include different equipment (solar modules, window-holes, shutters, etc.).
These panels are designed one at a time in the process of layout synthesis and
manufactured in the factory prior to shipment and installation on the building
site. These panels have a well-defined:
– Size (height and width). The size is constrained by a given lower and upper
bound consequence of working-site or manufacturing limitations.

– Thickness and insulation. Thermal performance of a given panel depends
on several properties: Size, thickness and insulation type. Consider that the
smaller the thickness of the panel the better quality should be the insulation
in order to reach performance objectives.
– New frames (such as new doors and new windows). Given internal structure
of rectangular panels, new frames must respect a parameterizable minimum
distance (∆) with respect to panel’s borders.
– Cost depending mainly on size and attached equipment (in Euros).
– Thermal performance (in watts per meter square-kelvins, w.m−2 .k −1 ) depending on size, chosen thickness and insulation type.

Fig. 2. Rectangular parameterizable panel.

Key limitations. As mentioned in the introduction, there are three key issues
reflected from the industrial scenario, been the unfixed number of panels the
more problematic one. Considering the internal structure of panels, partially
overlapping a frame is forbidden and, frames’ border and panels’ border must be
separated by a minimum distance denoted by ∆. Additionally, in oder to attach
panels, the corners of each panel must match a supporting area.
Assumptions. Our solution is conceived to tackle symmetrical facades, i.e.,
those facades in which supporting areas are uniformly distributed over the surface and in which frames are symmetrically arranged on the surface as shown in
literal (a) of Figure 1. Two assumptions have been made for the present work.
First, all supporting areas are strong enough in such a way that the problem
only deals with the placement of panel’s corners over supporting areas. In other
words, there are unlimited load-bearing capabilities in supporting areas and no
capabilities in the remaining of the facade surface. Second, in order to use a simple yet intuitive objective function, we assume panel’s thickness to be constant
and we consider only one type of panel’s insulation.
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Constraint model

A CSP is described in terms of a set of variables V, a collection of potential values
D for each variable and a set of relations C over those variables, referred to as
constraints [15, 16]. A constraint is a relation representing partial information
over the variables of the problem. A CSP solution is an assignment of values for
each variable in such a way that all constraints in C are satisfied.
Thus, to give the constraint-based solution a clear focus and to formalize the
facade-layout synthesis problem as a CSP, we have to cope with:
– Decision variables describing the layout solution,
– constraints describing the relations over panels and facade.
In addition, we present our objective function appropriated for the retrofit
industrialization.
3.1

Constraint variables

We introduce the notation used in the model. Let F denote the set of frames
and S the set of supporting areas. Let oe.d and le.d denote the origin and size,
respectively, of a given entity e in the dimension d, with d ∈ {1, 2} (1 for x-axis
and 2 for y-axis). For instance, of r.1 denotes the origin in the horizontal axis and
lf r.1 denotes the width of frame f r. Additionally, lbd and ubd denote the size
lower bound and size upper bound, respectively, in dimension d for all panels.
Intuitively, each panel is described by its origin point with respect to the
facade origin and its size. For convenience, let us assume that P is the set of
panels composing the layout-plan solution. Then, each p ∈ P is defined by ho, li
where:
– op.d ∈ [0, lf ac.d ] is the origin of panel p in dimension d.
– lp.d ∈ [lbd , ubd ] is the size of panel p in dimension d.
3.2

Constraints

The following six constraints express the main relations among panels, and between panels and facade that must respect a layout solution.
(a) Manufacturing and transportation limitations constrain panel’s size with a
give lower bound lb and upper bound ub in one or both dimensions.
∀p, 0 ≤ p < n, d ∈ {1, 2}

lbd ≤ lp.d ≤ ubd

(b) For two given panels p and q there is at least one dimension where their
projections do not overlap.
∀p ∈ P, ∀q ∈ P, p 6= q, ∃d ∈ {1, 2} | op.d ≥ oq.d + lq.d ∨ oq.d ≥ op.d + lp.d
(c) A given panel p must either be at the facade edge or ensure that enough space
is left to fix another panel.

∀p ∈ P, d ∈ {1, 2}, op.d + lp.d = lf ac.d ∨ op.d + lp.d ≤ lf ac.d − lbd
(d) Each frame over the facade must be completely overlapped by one and only
one panel. Additionally, frames’ borders and panels’ borders must be separated by a minimum distance denoted by ∆.
∀f ∈ F, ∃p ∈ P, d ∈ {1, 2} | op.d + ∆ ≤ of.d ∧ of.d + lf.d ≤ op.d + lp.d + ∆
(e) The entire facade surface must be covered with panels.
P
Q
Q
i∈P
d∈{1,2} li.d =
d∈{1,2} lf ac.d
(f) Panels’ corners must be matched with supporting areas in order to be properly
attached onto the facade.
∀p ∈ P, d ∈ {1, 2}, ∃s ∈ S | os.d ≤ op.d ∧ op.d + lp.d ≤ os.d + ls.d
3.3

Objective function

In the industrial scenario, the ranking is made with respect to cost and thermal performance of the layout plan. To simplify computations, and assuming a
constant thickness and one insulation type, the cost and thermal performance
are only computed with respect to panels’ size. Thus, the cost of a panel p is
computed with cp = (lp.1 × lp.2 ) ∗ (α − lp.1 − lp.2 ) where α is a factor provided by
the panels’ manufacturer which depends on panels material and internal structure. Note that the term (α − lp.1 − lp.2 ) decreases with the size of the panel
and thus manufacturing large panels is less costly, globally, than manufacturing
small ones.
Additionally, due to the thermal characteristics of the retrofit, the less panels’
junctions the better: It is at panels’ junctions that the bigger thermal transfer
exists. In consequence, given the upper bound for panels’ size, facades should
wear panels as large as possible while respecting the architectural constraints,
supporting areas, manufacturing and working site conditions. An optimization
function which entails optimal cost and optimal thermal performance is the
maximization of panels’ areas
X

maximize
(lp.1 × lp.2 )
(1)
p∈P
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The solving process

Dealing with the problem of having an unfixed number of panels (e.g. variables)
is prerequisite for solving the problem. Thus, the solution have been divided in
two phases: First find the structure of the layout plan by finding an appropriated
number of panels to allocated (Section 4.1) and, second, launch constraint solving
over the selected number of panels using the aforementioned declarative model
(Section 4.2).

4.1

Providing structure to the plan

Given the lower and upper bounds for panel’s size and the facade size, we may
compute the minimum and maximum number of panels that can be fixed in the
surface. For instance, the theoretical minimum number of panels that can be
fixed in a given dimension d is nbh =lf ac.d /ubd if (lf ac.d mod ubd == 0) and
nbh =(lf ac.d /ubd )+1 otherwise. The minimum number of panels over the facade
surface is the product of minimum number of panels that can be fixed on each
dimension.
4.2

Construction procedure

The main difficulty for solving the problem using Choco is that the number of
panels is unknown. It is a difficulty because, as well as many other constraint
programming environments [20], Choco uses a well-defined set of variables and
constraints to execute search. Our proposed procedure, presented in what follows, creates a matrix of panels to cover the facade. To do so, it uses the minimum
number of panels that can be fixed over the facades surface to define the layoutplan structure and then iteratively adds and constrains each panel with respect
to the constraint knowledge and with respect to the already placed panels. If the
number of panels is not enough the model is executed again using one additional
panel.
Step 1:- Compute the minimum number of panels that can be placed both horizontally and vertically (nbh , nbv ).
Step 2:- Create an array of nbh × nbv constraint variables representing areas.
Step 3:- Do a double loop with nbh and nbv to construct a matrix of panels.
For each inner loop creates the corresponding decision variables: Origin (op.1 ,op.2 ) and its size (lp.1 ,lp.2 ). For the first panel in the layout,
(op.1 ,op.2 ) is assigned to (0,0).
Step 3.1:- Initiate decision variables (op.1 , op.2 , lp.1 , lp.2 ) in respective
domains (constraint (a)).
Step 3.2:- Constrain points (op.d ,op.d + lp.d ) to be inside supporting
areas (constraint (f)).
Q
Step 3.3:- Link panel area to d∈{1,2} (op.d + lp.d )
Step 3.4:- Post non-interference constraint (constraint (c)).
Step 3.5:- Post constraint for frames overlapping (constraint (d)).
Step 3.6:- If there is a previous panel q in x-axis, ensure non-overlapping
(constraint (b)) by setting origin point op.1 of this panel to
be the end point of previous panel oq.1 + lq.1 .
Step 3.7:- If there is a previous panel q in y-axis, ensure non-overlapping
(constraint (b)) by setting origin point op.2 of this panel to
be the end point of previous panel oq.2 + lq.2 .
Step 3.8:- Post surface covering constraint (constraint (e)).
Step 3.9:- Add decision variables to solution.
Step 4:- Select a search strategy and apply search to the previous decision variables and maximizing decision variables areas.

Fig. 3. Layout construction using procedure.

An illustration of the procedure’s behavior is shown in Figure 3.
As commented in the procedure, the origin point (op.1 ,op.2 ) of the first panel
in the layout is deterministically assigned to (0,0). Two reasons support our
choice. First, there is always a supporting area in (0,0), otherwise the total
facade surface cannot be covered. And second, it avoids the use of symmetry
breaking constraints. In fact, as each panel is indistinguishable from the others,
the procedure places each panel in the first available point next to the previous
placed panels.
States from Fig.3(b) to Fig.3(f) present the results for applying supporting
areas (constraint (f)) and frames overlapping (constraint (d)) constraints. From
Fig.3(g) to Fig.3(k), the Figure illustrates the relation between each panel and
the previous placed panels that avoids overlapping. Finally, State in Fig.3(l)
shows the complete layout plan. Note that panel’s width and height are set by
the heuristic minDom_UB trying the maximum of their domain.
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Experimental cases

The proposed procedure have been tested over several simulated facades and
real facades. Figure 4 present statistics for fictitious facades on execution time
for first solution, number of solutions found over a time window of 10 seconds,
number of backtracks and explored nodes in the same time window. As we are
dealing with symmetrical facades, frames and supporting areas are uniformly
distributed over the facade surface. Also, facades have enough supporting areas
in such a way that is possible to attach an envelope, i.e., the problem has a
solution. Configuration for panels are; lb1 = 0.9 meters as width lower bound
and ub1 = 13.5 as width upper bound; lb2 = 0.9 meters as height lower bound
and ub2 = 3.5 meters as height upper bound. Additionally, as we are using
integer domains, values are parsed to integers by means of simple arithmetic
operations.
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Fig. 4. Execution statistics.

From the graphics is deduced the following. As expected the number of solutions found in 10 seconds decreases with the facade surface size. This is due
to increasing of the number of relations when increasing the number of panels.
Additionally, the execution time depends on the relation between facade size and
panels’ upper bounds. For when maximizing the area of each panel, the solver
would fail less, and thus backtrack less, when panels can be fixed using their size
upper bounds. Recall that the same upper bound have been used for all tests.

Nonetheless, regardless the relation between facade’s size and panels’ size, the
time for finding a solution is competitive for the industrial scenario where no
real-time interaction is needed and the user (e.g. an architect) has enough time
to run and select the appropriated panels-made envelope.
Now we present some solution examples of particular instances. The following examples illustrate real-life facades part of the working site La Pince in the
commune Saint Paul-lès-Dax in the department of Landes, France. In each example, panels lower bounds are lbd = 0.9 meters for both dimensions d ∈ {1, 2}.
Size of facade in literal (a) Figure 5 is lf ac.1 = 18.95 and lf ac.2 = 10.64 meters,
it has 23 frames (21 windows and 2 doors) and only horizontal supporting areas.
Example 1. Layout plan in literal (b) is generated with panels’ upper bounds of
ub1 = 13.5 meters and ub2 = 3.5 and its structure is a matrix with dimensions
4×2. The solution is found in 0.056 seconds, 36 nodes were explored and 27
backtracks executed.
Example 2. Literal (c) shows a layout plan generated with ub1 = 13.5 meters
and ub2 = 3.5 meters and a matrix structure of 1×6. The first solution is found
in 1.182 seconds, 86191 nodes where explored and 86184 backtracks executed.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 5. First example for real facade.

Size of facade in literal (a) Figure 6 is lf ac.1 = 12.598 and lf ac.2 = 10.907
meters, and it has 16 frames (15 windows and 1 door).

Example 3. The layout plan in literal (b) is generated using panels’ upper bounds
of ub1 = 7 meters and ub2 = 3.5 with an structure of 4×2. The first solution is
found in 0.023, 10 nodes where explored and 1 backtrack executed.
Example 4. Literal (c) shows a layout plan generated using ub2 = 7 meters and
ub1 = 3.5 meters and thus its matrix structure is 2×4 panels. The first solution
is found in 1.071, 97019 nodes where explored and 97010 backtracks executed.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6. Second example for real facade.

As the results present, finding a compliant solution using vertical panels (i.e.,
height > width) takes more time, explores more nodes and backtracks more than
horizontal panels because the possible attaching points (i.e., supporting areas)
are more numerous. In fact, the presented facades have horizontal supporting
area every 2.5 meters, approximately. Thus, using horizontal oriented panels for
those facades permits only one possible supporting area to attach them whereas
using vertical panels ones leads to several possible attaching points.
All the presented solutions where found by Choco solver by invoking the
findOptimalSolution method. By contrast, the system finds 2544 solutions
invoking the findAllOptimalSolutions method over facade in literal (a) Figure
5. Many of these solutions have not a significant difference as they may differ
only in one centimeter for a given panel. However, in order to assist architects
decision-making it is important to present a reduced number of solutions and let

them, given aesthetics aspects or other criteria, the choice on what solution to
implement.
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Conclusions

The reduction of energy consumption in buildings is recognized as an international key issue for the coming years. As the construction of new energy efficient
buildings is not enough to face the demand, the retrofit of existing ones is a
necessity. In addition, conception and implementation of such retrofit must be
supported by intelligent systems if efficiency and optimal solutions are desired.
This work is part of a project that investigates the possibility of automated
building retrofit based on rectangular panels and assisted by a support system.
Within the project, a greedy solution have been proposed [2] but it is able to
generate only one solution without applying any notion of optimality. We have
presented our first approximation for solving the layout synthesis of symmetrical
facades using a declarative approach that includes:
1. A description of the (constraint) knowledge supporting this layout problem
as a CSP,
2. presented a solution procedure that incorporates all of the identified constraints and,
3. illustrated its behavior on an example from the pilot project site.
The constraint-based solution presented in this paper follows a two-phase
approach to generate facade-layout plans: Find the minimum number of panels
to use and then pass a declarative model to generate layout plans using a constraint solver. Layout solutions are always a matrix whose dimensions depend
on the width and height of the facade and panels. Evidently, a matrix solution
is a mayor drawback given that they will generate valid solutions only in symmetrical facades. So, despite the benefits provided by constraint technology with
respect to to the number of solutions thrown, efforts for targeting asymmetrical
facades appear to be an important follow-up of this work. Then, a declarative
solution for non-symmetrical facades is currently under development as well as
a methodology for presenting to architects a pertinent (aesthetic constraints)
subset of all possible layout-plan solutions.
Constraint programming is well-suited for addressing this industrial problem
because on the one hand, its declarative view allows a clear knowledge representation, and on the other hand, the building of a prototype using an open constraint programming environment is much easier, thanks to all the pre-defined
constraints, search and provided abstractions. We have shown that our solutions
are consistent over symmetrical facades, and thus, can be used for early stages
of architectural design.
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